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Body: Introduction: New inhalation devices are introduced for pulmonary diseases. FSI-10 questionnaire is
a tool for assessment patients’ satisfaction. It is valid and reliable in many languages and used extensively
by physicians in research and clinical practice. Aims and objectives: This is a study to evaluate patients’
opinion regarding a recently introduced device named ‘Elpenhaler®. In addition to questionnaire’s standard
context patients were asked to emphasize in device’s benefits and disadvantages. Methods: The study has
been conducted according to legislation and Good Pharacoepidemiology Practice guidelines. It was
undertaken to assess the handling of device in real life. 4312(59,5% males) aged 58,5± 15,2 evaluated their
device. Diagnosis: COPD 58,6%(1821 males), asthma 37,3%(927 females), both diseases 1,8%. Results:
FSI-10 achieved total score 44,2±4,8 (min 16-max 50). 1152 patients(26,7%) pointed out specific
advantages: 769(66,8%) evaluated the device as convenient-easy to use, 170(14,8%) emphasized to
correct drug administration and 107(9,3%) linked device with drug delivery and hence disease control.
331(7,7%) pointed out specific disadvantages: 106(32%) found the device difficult to use, 140(42,3%)
inconvenient and 50(15,1%) linked the device with adverse events occurred during the treatment period. No
remarkable differences were recorded between opinions by gender. No safety issues reported during study
duration. Conclusions: These results suggest that patients are able to assess their inhalation device. This
can be further evaluated to define the most appropriate method of selecting an inhaler for a patient, taking
into account continued education in proper use and treatment efficacy.
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